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“Everything good, everything magical happens in the month of May.”

It’s summer time and the school holidays are upon us with both parents and
children gearing up for a long, hot summer in the age of technology. With
human inventions that were directed to make work and life less physically
demanding, people tend to miss basking in the luxury of life by getting
physically involved in multifarious activities. Seasons come and go but
summer is when life is in full swing Therefore, in order to engage our
students, Bal Bharati Public School Noida organized a recreational summer
camp from Pre-School to Grade 8 to give a refreshing fun experience to
our young learners. 

Life begins at Summer

Camp



 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

From singing around to bringing one’s latent talent to surface, summer camp is an
opportunity to capture all the memories of the greatest moments one experiences.
Children are fascinated with recreational activities as they are as necessary to our
well being as the more serious pursuits of life. Recreational Activities undertaken
during the summer camp can be the best memory of one’s childhood and BBPS Noida
takes pride in creating those joyful experiences through the activities- Paper Craft,
Indian Folk Dance, The Promising Dramebaaz and Theatre. The Camp witnessed active
participation from the young enthusiasts wherein more than 132 children enrolled in
the activities organized..
All the activities were well incorporated with the academic planner as they nurture
and develop the various aspects of learning like- creativity, team spirit, decision
making, giving the global dimension for better conceptual learning along with
personality development. PAPER CRAFT

“Crafting is putting ideas into action and then holding them together with an inexpensive adhesive.”

Papercraft has an aesthetic, educational and therapeutic value. This art form is
particularly popular with children as it is approachable and accessible to young as well
as older students. Papercraft Activity under Summer Camp provided the young
learners with an opportunity to learn different kinds of paper crafts.  

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CRAFTS ARE MADE BY HANDS!



Young artists were able to work collaboratively and be a part of a larger social
group. The aim of the activities taken under Paper Craft was to improve fine motor
skills, develop imagination and inspire critical thinking. The activities like creating origami
working bird, paper craft rat using waste disposable cups, paper origami frog,
rabbit, fish gave them a hands-on experience to go beyond their horizons to explore
and create something new. The various art forms allowed them to take pride in their
work and shout in exhilaration- “been there, crafted that”. On the last day, the art
forms created by our zealous crafters were put on display for the exhibition.

INDIAN FOLK DANCE

“Dance as the narration of a magical story; that recites on lips, illuminates imaginations and
embraces the most sacred depths of souls.”

The most intriguing aspect embellishing the camp was the splendid dance activity,
being conducted by the efficient mentors, involving mass student participation
who spun and swirled on the floor. During the summer camp, Indian Folk Dance
displayed different cultures of India and the corresponding traditional dance
forms. The budding artists were engaged in folk dance of Uttar Pradesh
worshipping Lord Krishna and his childhood play (leelas). 

SPECTACULAR CRAFTS BY OUR ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS 



Learners not only danced to the tunes but also embraced the cultural and
emotional connection inherent in this dance form. On the last day, the budding
enthusiasts performed on the dances prepared and had a gala time. The event
was successful with participation on a large scale which displayed different
cultures and heritage of our country.

Dandiya Raas, an energetic, vibrant dance which originated in Gujarat, often called
the "stick dance" because it uses polished sticks (dandiya), was equally enjoyed by
the budding dancers. The foot tapping dance steps, rhythm, eye hand
coordination, body movements and expressions were learnt thoroughly by the
students. The dance forms created a sense of harmony and unity within the
group when they performed together.

FOLK DANCE: A BLEND OF MUSIC, DANCE & POETRY!

DANCE AS BEAUTIFUL AS AUTUMN SKIES



THE PROMISING DRAMEBAAZ

“All the world’s a stage and sometimes, all the men and women can be promising players.”

Expression gives life to words and if used correctly, the words have a unparallel
impact. Promising Dramebaaz Camp Activity aimed at providing a space to the young
dramebaaz to express their heart out. Various emotions were taught under the camp.
Techniques like dialogue delivery, using the stage space and portrayal of emotions
were taught and practiced. During the summer camp, the Promethean mentors,
transformed the classroom into a ‘jungle’, and incorporated storytelling and
dramatization. The story, “Lion and the rats” was brought to life through inspirational,
wise and thought provoking dialogues. The witty characterization had worth its weight
in gold. The story dramatization engaged the child’s interest, attention and imagination
and developed their language skills in a holistic way. On the last day, the promising
performances by our very own dramebaaz put everyone in awe. The activity also
appealed to children with different intelligences and learning styles and provided a
framework for fostering social skills and attitudes, such as active listening,
collaborating, turn taking and respect for others, in a positive way.

VENTURING INTO THE WORLD OF STORIES!



THEATRE

“We must all do theatre, to find out who we are, and to discover who we
could become.”

Theatre as an art form has been an important part of the
culture of India since ages. The aim of the camp activity was
to celebrate and propagate this ancient form of art. Theatre
transforms students’ experiences of themselves as well as
their relationships with peers and the larger world. The
activity, “Characters come into play”, offered students
valuable identity formation tools through the ownership of
creative playmaking decisions. The planning, dramatization,
character portrayal, presentation style built resilience and
positive self-concept in the child. The performances by the
students were more than just “getting it done”. It went beyond
that as the students performed, researched, and managed
playing the part true to its essence and gave voices to the
inanimate objects leading to a child’s innate capacity for
fantasy and imaginative play. Through theatre, the performers
have had their roles perfectly intertwined with the script
which made it a great theatrical performance indeed.

THEATRE: A KINDRED MOVEMENT OF REAL LIFE



The recreational summer camp helped students engage in
activities where they explored their interests and learnt
new skills in a dedicated manner. The summer camp
encouraged experiential learning with students actually doing
varied creative activities which resulted in long-lasting
mental engagement on the part of students. All of these
contributed to the development of the child, even as the
latter steps out into the world as a confident, able adult.

The corridors of Bal Bharati are always abuzz with
activities, events, workshops, seminars, competitions intra
and inter-school activities to bring out the talent of each
student who thrive in the vibrancy and dynamism of this
institution. The recreational summer camp was just one of
those activities which brought smiles on the bright faces
of our students yet again. The camp for the academic
session 2023-24 was indeed a success!!!

Report prepared by : Ms Sona R & Ms Vibha K

DEPICTING LIFE IN A SENSE MORE TRULY THAN HISTORY



Dear Ma'am, 
I would like to take this privilege to congratulate all the Teachers and the
management of the School for its endless efforts. The activities were very
nicely planned and organized. The efforts of all the Teachers can be seen
here. Annika (PS - E) has being groomed very well. This has and surely will
help her further to develop confidence, social and intellectual development. We
as parents are thankful to all the teachers and school and highly appreciated
the same. Many Thanks!
Annika (PS - E)

PARENT'S TESTIMONIALS

Good Afternoon Mam! Akrish (PP-A) is actually very shy
but after 10 days of the camp we can see a great change
in him, he is more confident  and started opening up in
gatherings also. Thank you so much to all of you for such
efforts and hard work😊
Akrish Bose (PP A)

Dear Ma'am,
I need to congratulate all the Teachers of the School for its
heartiest efforts. The activities were very nicely planned and
organized. The efforts of all the Teachers are fabulous. Adriti(PS-F)
has been trained very well. This will surely helping her further to
develop confidence, social and intellectual development. As parents we
are thankful to all the teachers and highly appreciated the same. 
Thanks! a lot.
Aditri (PS-F)

Namaskar 😊 I just wanted to thankyou all the teachers and staff for
donating your time for this summer camp activities.  It was a lot of fun,
and Aadhira (PP-A) really enjoyed the experience..She loves dancing and
Kavita ma'am's effort was fabulous. Special Thank you to Kavita ma'am
for inspiring my daughter and encouraging her love for dance 😊  I hope
the Summer Camp will continue for years to come.
Regards
Dr. Anjali Pandey
Aadhira's mother (PP-A)



Congratulations and thank you  to all the teachers who did
excellent work in this summer camp. It helped our children to
learn some  valuable dance and team spirit to perform in group 
Thank you 
Parent of Bhuvika sagi
PP F

Good evening Ma’am 
We Appreciate all teachers’ hard work with the children during
the summer camp. My daughter Yuvika Upadhyay (PS-D)
enjoyed the dance activity. She was excited about every day to
go to school. A big thanks to all teachers and staff
members of the school.
Yuvika Upadhyay PSD

Respected Mam
We congratulate your whole team for the best efforts of your
whole team members & students also, Aksh Pandey Class -2D My
son also learnt & enjoyed every day in folk dance session, Thanks
to  Kavita Ma'am, Nitika Mam, & all teachers for this summer
camp activity.
Aksh Pandey (2-D)

Praneeka enjoyed a lot during the summer camp. She would come
back home after the activity and narrate all the events she
used to do there. This was a positive change we could see in
her... . . .
Thanks for your efforts mam.
P/O Praneeka Sharma(PP C)

PARENT'S TESTIMONIALS



We really appreciate your hard work during this summer
camp activities.   Thank u so much all respected teachers
for all the effort you put to help my child to learn new
things. Kashvi had a lot of fun and enjoy. 
Thanks and regards
Parents of kashvi Gupta(PS-C)

It was an amazing summer camp activity.Devina Prakash  (I -E)
thoroughly enjoyed being  a part of folk dance . I would like to
thank all the Teacher's for the support and Nisha Maam for
guiding her.Devina learnt a lot from each and everyone in the
camp.  
Regards
P/O Devina Prakash (I-E)

I am really thankful to have this activity on school. Shreyas
enjoyed alot and he shared his experience to me. I am really
thanks to PAPER CRAFT teachers. It's really
Great initiative
PPF Shreyas Patel
Paper Craft Activity

Summer camp was amazing. Viansh enjoyed alot and he was like
mumma I want to join  dance classes next year too. Thank you mam
for suggesting dance class. And special thanks to Nisha Mam for
teaching such a amazing dance performance to our kids 😊😍
Thank you Mam
Viansh Govil (PP E)

PARENT'S TESTIMONIALS


